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Me: Really Merriam-Webster?!
the quality or state
of being
hypersensitive

IRRITABILITY

the capacity of
an organism or
sense organ to
respond to
stimulation

Sensitivity
(early 15c.)
"pertaining to the
faculty of the soul
that receives and
analyzes sensory
information"

the capacity of
being easily hurt

from Old French
sensitif "capable of
feeling" (13c.) and
directly from
Medieval Latin
sensitivus "capable of
sensation"
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awareness of the
needs and emotions
of others
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the degree to which
a radio receiving set
responds to
incoming waves

Capitalism and extractive economies
Medical interests and narratives
The Patriarchy
Racism & Anti-Blackness
Colonizer mindset
Othering & systems of oppression
__________________________________
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Wait, but what exactly is sensitivity?
Here is what I understand today...

A shared but varied experience of neurodivergent people
(genetic)
ADHD/ADD
Bipolar
Autism spectrum
Dyslexia
Synesthesia
Sensory processing disorder (SPD)
Sensory processing sensitivity (SPS) - Highly Sensitive Person
...
A trait shared across many species in the animal kingdom
Our "sensory profiles" are all different
A profile includes the physical and energetic sense body
They're nuanced and particular to our intersections and cycles
Personal history
Ancestral/generational history
Age
Marginalized identities - the impact of oppression
Seasonal
Trauma
Life-altering experiences - spiritual awakening, near-death
experience, plant medicine
Privilege
Access to resources
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
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Know Your Unique Sensory Profile*
Let's break it down!
*Adapted from Wendy Bertagnole's work

Sight/Visual

Sound/Auditory

Taste/Gustatory

Touch/Tactile

Smell/Olfactory

Proprioceptive
Sense of self movement

Interoception
Perception of
internal state

Exteroception
Body in relation to
space, stimuli, and
4
movement

Vestibular
Balance & spacial orientation

What's your profile?
Get your markers ready!
Go ahead and color or mark the cups above to reflect your
incredible love or extreme dislike for specific sensory input.
For example, I could rock in a hammock or "pump on the swings"
all day and still want more (vestibular & proprioceptive sense). This
means I have a higher threshold for these sensory inputs (so
relaxing!) and meet my ideal arousal level without tripping into
overwhelm and dysregulation (flight/fight or freeze). This means my
cup would be ~ 1/2 full (doesn't typically overflow), or that I have a
big vestibular and proprioceptive cup.
On the other hand, I have a low threshold for most auditory input
unless I am in control of it or the sounds are from natural living
ecosystems whose input actually soothes me. For this cup, I would
mark it as full (since it can overflow and hit dysregulation quickly),
or note that I have a small sound/auditory cup.
*Note: Interoception & exteroception are "new senses" to science.
Feel free to leave these blank or ponder how they play into your
profile.
As you pay more attention, you can notice that each cup will have
its own nuances. Get specific so you can support yourself and help
others support you, too!
What did you learn? Like most sensitive people, do you have a lot
of small or full/overflowing cups?
Make a few notes on the next page.
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Sensory Profile reflections...
What cups are most prone to overarousal (little cup)? What
resources do you have to regulate yourself in these areas?

What cups are more prone to under arousal (big cup)? What
resources do you have to engage yourself in these areas?

What are 1-2 next steps you can take to honor what you've learned
in this exercise?

Name 1 person with whom to share something you learned
(partner, parent, spouse, teacher, therapist, friend,...)
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Extra notes and doodles...
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Honoring Your Sensitivity
(1) Awareness - Intrapersonal
(2) Practice - Interpersonal
(3) Imagine - Collective Story
I'm a natural at complicating things so I've done my best to
name the core components of honoring sensory preferences,
which, in more poetic terms, means honoring our bodies, our
stories, and our heart's desires.
I hope all of this gets you started and inspires curiosity about
your own incredible body-being and how you're best made to
move through the world.
I'll leave you with some resources for your Honoring
journey...because it is definitely a journey.

Self Compassion TEDx Talk with Kristin Neff
The PolyVagal Theory explained (video) and (text)
Wendy Bertagnole's podcast on The Sensory System
Brave & Tender Club season meet-up for sensitive folks
Be patient. Know you are awesome (!) and not alone.

Gratitude! Thank you for learning with me.
Leah Walsh - (503) 381-5873 - info@leahkwalsh.com
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